


ictoria began photographing 
everything in sight when she 
was 16 and her mother gave her 
a camera. She loved to draw, 
write, observe, and research, 
and she realized photographs 
could often convey reality more 
elegantly than words alone.elegantly than words alone.

Upon completion of her 
philosophy undergrad, she was 
encouraged to invest more into 
photography as more than a 
hobby, so she began 
photographing professionally 
while being educated formally 
through a photography through a photography 
program at a prestigious art 
school in Savannah.

During my formal studies, I conducted field research in the Appalachian Mountains while 
apprenticing with GEM Photography to capture historic sites and study night photography 
techniques and composition. In the final quarter, I completed my degree and two exhibition 
series in Provence, France, while also collaborating with other fine artists at all formal levels. 
I have had the honor of publishing a few series of photographs through exhibitions and 
gallery spaces. My areas of artistic specialization include scenic, night, and people 
photography.

The Studio is in the Raleigh-Knightdale area of North Carolina. This location is perfect for The Studio is in the Raleigh-Knightdale area of North Carolina. This location is perfect for 
all kinds of photography--rural scenery is all around, it’s minutes from downtown for urban 
images, the studio space is set up for perfect natural lighting and also for controlled indoor 
lighting. The beach and the mountains are a short drive from here. There are plenty of 
options for beautiful portraits at any time of the year!

Visit my online galleries and blog to see some of my work.

About
V



Welcome! Bienvenue!
Maybe you’re a parent, and you’ve been snapping every milestone 
and achievement your progeny surmounts. Maybe you’re another 
sort of interesting individual moving through life, taking risks and 
accomplishing various feats of your own, including or excluding the 
lifestyle of parenthood and romantic or family relationships. 

Whatever the case, regardless of your endeavors, any moment is a Whatever the case, regardless of your endeavors, any moment is a 
perfect moment for a portrait. I want to collaborate with you to make 
a memory. I want you to be able to look back at the photographs we 
work on together and think about what was going at that session, 
what the day was like, and what was going on in your life at the time. 
Whether it’s a happy or sad memory, a completely indifferent one, 
for business or for pleasure; whatever the case, I am here to capture 
that moment for you and to help bring forth any artistic style you that moment for you and to help bring forth any artistic style you 
want to convey, if any in particular.

We can photograph at dawn or dusk, in broad daylight or at 
midnight. We can photograph indoors or outdoors--in a park, at the 
beach, the mountains, the city, the woods, on a farm, in a field of 
flowers or in the snow. Wherever, whenever.



Before we answer that, we must first establish what it means to be a professional.

The Merriam-Webster dictionary defines a professional as:

1. (a) characterized by or conforming to the technical or ethical standards of a 

profession, and 

     (b) exhibiting a courteous, conscientious, and generally businesslike manner in 

the workplace.

A A profession is a calling requiring specialized knowledge and often long and 

intensive academic preparation.

Why Hire A Professional?

My credentials include 

more than a decade of 

personal experience 

and also a formal 

education in the art of 

photography.

I have been instructed in form, design, color theory, 

aesthetics, art history, techniques of lighting, digital 

editing, and camera controls. I have invested extensive 

time and research into my practice, so along with 

professional equipment comes my professional 

knowledge of how to use it properly across a variety of 

situations to render a desired artistic result. 

In addition to the above, I continue to learn through self-guidance and reputable 

online resources. My business is insured through the Professional Photographers of 

America Association, who also extends ongoing training resources.



Perks of professional equipment:  Because I shoot with a rapid-firing, professional 
full-frame digital camera, and because I use professional lighting equipment and 
techniques, I can take the best shots in nearly any condition. Most amateur photographers 
do not have the technical background for working with a number of tricky situations that 
come up, or their semi-professional equipment does not quite have the capability.

A professional photographer can edit and retouch images. A professional photographer has A professional photographer can edit and retouch images. A professional photographer has 
in-depth training with professional editing software such as Lightroom, On-One, and 
Photoshop. For instance, if you want me to blend a head from one image onto a head from 
another image because you like the pose from one but the facial expression from the other 
better, I have extensive training with that. That’s a bit extreme, but basic editing including 
an artistic aesthetic in the end product concerning form, color, and blemish retouching is 
guaranteed in all your final images.

Once editing is complete, we can design the beautiful printed finished products. At my Once editing is complete, we can design the beautiful printed finished products. At my 
studio, I can design albums, print onto canvases, metallic papers, and other artistic, custom, 
or ordinary photography papers of different sheens. If you want a special type of print, I can 
help, and I have a notebook of samples at the office for you to pick through. Very thick 
metals, woods or otherwise and HUGE prints I have sent off to a specialty lab.



The Process
Choose a date and schedule your shoot!



During Post Processing, I’ll 
color correct your 
photographs, adjust exposure 
levels, and add some artistic 
retouches.

For the Ordering Session: 
We’ll schedule a post-shoot 
time for a preview session.

Final Delivery: Turnaround 
time for products depends on 
the product(s) you order. 

Once they are in, they will be Once they are in, they will be 
available for pick up at the 
studio, or you may opt to have 
me deliver them if it is more 
convenient for you.



The Studio Location

Victoria King Photography is located near Knightdale 
and the Historic Oak View County Park at 

2008 Ann Avenue, Raleigh, North Carolina 27610. 

My open hours of availability are weekday mornings 
from 10am-1pm, and any other days and times can be 
booked by appointment.

Reach me at (919) 909-5441 to book in advance.



On Location

Alternatively, we can shoot elsewhere besides my studio. 
We can go to your home, the beach, the mountains, 
your workplace, indoors or out. The location is 
important to the type of session we’re after. 

If it’s for personal artistic use, I recommend picking If it’s for personal artistic use, I recommend picking 
somewhere special. If it’s for professional use, like the 
image above, I recommend finding a place relevant to 
the purpose behind your portrait.



Once you’ve listed a few places you might like to 
photograph at, it is important to consider some key 
logistics: How far is parking from the actual shooting 
location? Will I need comfy shoes in addition to special 
shoes? Where are the restrooms, if any? Are there 
places to change outfits? Is it a popular place for crowds, 
and if so, will you be comfortable having your portraits 
taken in front of others?taken in front of others?

What will it be like during the time of day and day of the 
year you want to have the session? 

Take these aspects into consideration ahead of time. I 
can also offer some recommendations for areas nearby 
depending on your personal preferences.



Choosing an Outfit

Start with your personal style--I want you to be 

comfortable.  What clothing styles do you currently have 

and what are the stores you usually shop at?  Wearing 

clothes that look good on you that you would typically 

wear will ensure photographs that truly reflect you as an 

individual.

The location is important. Think about where the shoot The location is important. Think about where the shoot 

will take place--the beach, mountains, the park, your 

home, elsewhere? Imagine the types of colors that will be 

there. The setting has a huge impact on the overall look 

because it ends up being the background of your photos.

If the background is busy, it may be important to keep If the background is busy, it may be important to keep 

your outfit simple, without busy patterns that may clash. 

We want the colors to sync well, but we don’t want too 

much chaos...unless that’s the aesthetic point involved.



Colors - A general rule is to pick out 2-3 colors that go well with the location. 
Primary colors (blue, red, yellow...ROYGBIV) go well with urban or modern 
environments like the city. Pastels (like lavendar, pistachio, peach) tend to 
match well with natural environments.

Solids & Prints - Playful prints and patterns will draw our attention, so if you 
want one member to stand out, then this is a useful POP. Dress the other people 
in the image in complementary solids for balance.
Alternatively, if the point of the artistic endeavor is a chaotic messterpiece, we Alternatively, if the point of the artistic endeavor is a chaotic messterpiece, we 
can work together to include patterns and prints in everything. 

Layering & Texture - Texture is important. For instance, in terms of texture, if 
we’re shooting adorable children and babies, soft textures or lacy textures can 
be used to visually convey a physical feel in an image. Also, depending on the 
weather, consider layering outfits with accessories like headbands, rain boots, 
scarves, coats, hats, and so on to add variety to shots and double as props.



Sessions start at $30 per half-hour. 

I understand that many photographers I understand that many photographers 
charge more, but I also teach piano and 
am paid about the same hourly for that. I 
charge a little extra for editing and print 
because of material costs and extra work 
involved. Still, in this economy, I try to 
charge within range of what most people 
can afford.can afford.

I charge for time and not for outfit 
changes or locations or age-ranges or 
people involved; however, it is important 
to consider that the more locations and 
outfits involved combined with a variety 
of poses is likely to add more time. It is 
also important to consider that the more 
people in a photo, the longer editing will people in a photo, the longer editing will 
take. 

For traveling, I do not charge to travel the 
first 25 miles, but I charge $0.50 for 
every mile I drive beyond that.

If you are bringing your wonderful little 
newborn or infant, do not worry about 
spit ups or messes. Seriously--I have 
been through it before, it is natural, I 
have a child, I understand and I will work 
with you!

The same goes for toddlers and children. The same goes for toddlers and children. 
Do not panic--let’s have them something 
to hold during the sessions, that typically 
helps, and let’s schedule some free time 
before the session to let them run and 
play a little while in whatever new and 
exciting environment we may happen to 
be in.be in.

Portrait Sessions



Gold - $450 (A $700 Value)
All Full-Sized Digital Files (15-20)
13x19 canvas gallery wrap
3 Gift Prints (8x10, 5x7, or wallet sheet)
4x6 Proofs Album

Platinum - $750 ($1200 Value) 
All Full-Sized Digital Files (25-40)
4x6 Proofs Album
13x19 canvas gallery wrap
8x8 Coffee Table Book
11 x 14 Wall Prints (2)
5 Gift Prints (8x10, 5x7, or 4x6)

Silver - $300   (A $500 Value)
All Full-Sized Digital Files (15-20)
1 Gift Print (8x10, 5x7 or wallet sheets)
4x6 Proofs Album

Bronze - $200
11x14 Wall Prints (2)
3 Sheets of Gift Prints (8x10, 5x7, or wallet)
4x6 Album (of 10-20 photos)

Collections/Packages



Wall Prints      Print    Frames/Canvases

11x14,  11x17,12x12    $15        $150

13x19           $15        $150

16x20, 16x24       $25        $300

20x20, 20x24       $50        $375

20x30           $100        $450

24x3024x30           $125        $500

Gift Prints  

4x6, 5x7          $10

8x10            $10

Individual Digital Images

Each Digital File in Full         $25

- 3 Purchase Minimum

Copyright release included with print 

and usage permission.

Books

Set of 3 Petite Books (3”x3”)Set of 3 Petite Books (3”x3”)   $100

8x8 Coffee Table Book       $300

10x10 Coffee Table Book     $400

Albums

4x6 of Edited Photos         $150

5x7 of Edited Photos         $175 

Luster paper is used for prints in order Luster paper is used for prints in order 

for them to last longer, unless otherwise 

requested.  All framed prints are 

mounted to protect the prints from 

damage.

All printed images are fully retouched.

Editing /Retouching  Fee      $25

Per every ten imagesPer every ten images

Heavy Photoshopping/Editing  $25

Per hour

Passport Photographs        $25

Per Person

*Larger sizes and special materials may vary in cost 

(I.e – special ordered or requested prints onto fine art 

print paper such as MOAB etc., wood, metal, canvas; 

matte and frame)

**Small, web-sized watermarked digital images are **Small, web-sized watermarked digital images are 

free with the understanding that you will not crop out 

the watermark wherever any originally watermarked 

image is posted, and that they will not be printed, 

because the quality would be horrible.

***I extend discounts as a reward for services that ***I extend discounts as a reward for services that 

promote the local economy, community involvement 

and local education. Ask me for more information.

A La Carte



www.VictoriaKingPhotography.com
(919) 909-5441




